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Resource 15: Rewarding difficult pupils in secondary schools 

Older pupils tend to be more self-righteous and less tolerant of difference.
Not all pupils find school easy, in learning and in behaviour. Every pupil
needs help sometimes. It is developmental for all pupils to realise that some
of them need a bit extra. 

Intensive rewards, star charts and such are not usually so popular with 
older pupils. They are hard to manage, with a pupil seeing many different
staff in a day. The pupils often dislike the childishness and it becomes 
harder to find a deferred reward that they will work for. 

The secondary version is when a pupil is on report. The tutor or mentor
will check the report and may offer some reward if the pupil has not
received negative feedback. Often, though, the mentor looks for the lessons
with a negative feedback, ‘the dirty mark’, and hammers away at this bad
behaviour. The question should always be ‘How did you manage to get 
it right in lesson four?’ not ‘What went wrong in lesson three?’

Other schools adopt a positive report system, where staff are only allowed
to comment favourably, thus forcing them to look away from ‘the dirty
mark’. The pupil may have a positive target and the staff are only allowed 
to tick if the pupil has achieved it. Some staff find this very difficult.  A pupil
may have been appallingly rude all lesson, yet they are expected to
comment favourably on prompt arrival. If a school decides to use these
positive reports there needs to be serious discussion with all relevant staff
to make sure the system will be followed.

Whatever system is employed, it won’t be enough to change behaviour.
You would not say ‘I want you to understand the causes of earthquakes 
and I will reward you when you do!’ You normally teach, offer resources,
set up structured activities and give advice. Similarly you may have to 
offer support, skill-building and practice to enable the pupil to improve 
their behaviour. 

You can harness peer pressure to help difficult pupils. If you’ve a class
reward system, house points or group credits, then the rewards for the
challenging pupil lead towards a group pay-off. This encourages other pupils
to help.

There can be a real problem when older pupils are put onto alternative
programmes. From an adult perspective, this makes good sense. It offers
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relevant curriculum for those who would not succeed in the normal school
system. From the pupils’ perspective, though, it may look very different.
Those pupils who have misbehaved for years seem to be having fun with
exciting college courses and part-time attendance. Pupils who also struggle
with the normal school curriculum, but who have behaved well, may feel
very cheated. The answer is to offer a rich and exciting curriculum to all.
Second best is to support and encourage those vulnerable, borderline
pupils, so that they feel that they’re getting a good chance too.


